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Thursday, May 12,.1966

AAUP Reports High College Salaries

>'•

"•·

NEW MEXICO J,OBO

~-------------------------------------------~~~~~---

•

ATLANTA (CPS) - The normally , gloomy. report of the
A~UP s Committee Z ;-the commtttee on ~he economtc status of
the prof.esston ~ :oou.nded a happy
note, this yea: as )t annou~ce,d
that the salartes of t~e natton s
college teachers are htgher than
ever bef~re- up 7.3 per cent over
last year.
. .
'!'he report, whic~ V:'as, released
Frid~y at the assomabon s annual
meet1~g, noted tha~ the percent·
age rts~ was the htghest of any
year t~ts d~cade and that for the
first ~Ime smce 195'7 ftt?ulty pay
has ~·sen at a rate con-stdered essenti.al t~ meet t~e _goals of the
~restdent s Co~mittee on Education Beyon~ High School.
.
That adVIsor:r body,. reportmg
to former ~restdent Etsenhower,
s.et as a natiOnal target th~ doublmg of the faculty salartes be·
fore 19'70.
Increase In South
. The Southern s.ta~ have b~en
Important be~eficiartes of the ~ncreased salartes, the report satd,
and thus the gap between ~he
South and the rest of the nat10n
has narrowed.
Notabl_Y, of the five s~hools said
te have mcreased s~lartes by the
greatest percenta!l'e m the current
year, t~ee .are m the South The Umvei;'Stty 0.f Kentucky, Tuskegee Institute m Alabama, and
Pan American College in Texas.
The other two were Parsons Col·
lege (Fairfield, Iowa) and Whee1 k c 11
(
0 ege Boston, Mass.).
oc
The average salary for a full
professor at a university in the
s th
ou was reported to be $13,206,
compared with $15,602 for the
rest of the country. In churchrelated liberal arts colleges, the
full professor's salary was
$10,554.
"Over the past two years the
acceleration in compensations for
all ranks has been quite steady
and quite remarkable," the report
said.
Pay Increases With Rank ·
William Baumol of
Princeton, chairman of the comProf.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES: .4 line ad.. 65c.--4. times_. $2.00. Imertions
must be oubmitted by noon on day before ·
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-1002 or 277-1102.
FOR SALE
HADASSAJl Sale. Books, records, prints.
Tremendous valu... Sunday, May 15, 11:00
A.H. to 5:00 P.K. Old Town Plaza. 5/11,
12, 13.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable typewriter with. case.. Exeellent condition.
$50. See at Room 169, Student Publications Building. 277·4002. 5/2, 4, 5, 6,
FOR RENT
FURNISHED room, walking distance to
University. Absolutely private entrance
and bath. Call 242-9572. 5/2-6/13.
FURNISHED Houses & Apartments. 212
ComeU SE, 4 bedroom, $100; 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100; 209 Stan!ord
SE, 3 bedroom, $85; 220'hC Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $56. Pay own utilities.
Open dUring day - investigate at your
convenience. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales a: repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machini!O.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone

mtttee, satd that .this year's increases had been most substantial
at the top ranks, In fact, he 111\id,
this is a pattern seen in past repor~s-the higher rank, the ;more
rapid the percentage increase in
pay. .
~rmg 1965-1966, the report
smd that the average salary for
all facul~ members reached
~9,816. Whtle the average dollar
mcrease at the lowest level, the
instructor, was only $445, it was
$1,035 for full professors.
. The average for full professors
m the top pay category of "AA"
stood at $23,390. In the lowest
category - an "F" ranking the same academic rank averaged

New program

set

F·or 0r•tent(]t•IOn

{Continued from Page 1)
dropped and has been replaced
by a student-faculty mixer on the
second night. Here the student
will be able to approach the administration and faculty members
on an individual level at first and
should be encouraged by this encounter to do so while in school,
Miss Stowers explained.
Will Hold 'Bitch-In'
The orientation will be contin·
ued throughout the year through
the quiz sections of the English
101 and 102 classes. After the
fourth, eight, and twelfth weeks,
the classes will take time off from
their regular curriculum to have
a "bitch-in" on the problems
facing them so far at the uni~~
.
Th
•t
e comm1 tee also has plans
~o start a pre-orientation program
[for New Mexico high schools
next March through May. UNM
students will be sent out to high
schools all over the ·state to acquaint prospective freshmen with
the mechanics of the university.
A film on. how to go through
registration is being planned, to
be presented to incoming students
either this fall or the following
fall. This is part of the committee's goal to keep the orientation
continuing.
3500 Freshmen Expected
The program is new, but we
want to make it beneficial to the
students' future use in his studying and getting to know the professors
and the administrationJ
.
M 1ss
Stowers explained. More
than 3500 freshmen are expected
next year, she added.
T.he revision committee was
made up of Harold W. Lavender,
dean of students; Howard V. Mathaney, dean of men; William H.
Huber, director of University
College; Bob Goodman; Steve
Bacchus, and Janie Stowers
Stowers, chairman.
'

only $7,160, thus underlying the
great difference between institutions.
While the nationwide average
salary for full professors is
$13,500 and for instructors, $6,740,
one church-related liberal arts college reported that it pays full
professor11 only $6,300 and instructors only $4,300.
The report noted that, for its
purposes, all academic salaries are
figured on a nine-month basis.
This means that actual salaries
tend to be considerably higher
with the addition of either summer session teaching pay, research grants, or consulting appointments.
'Slave Labor'
On the other hand, none of the
statistics include part-time faeulty members and teaching assistants. In many universities these
assistants carry much of the burden of undergraduate instruction .
The report noted they are en.
trusted with major teaching assignments, are paid on a much
lower scale, and are generally referred to as "academic slave
labor"
In terms of average compensation, including fringe benefits of
all full-time faculty memb~rs,
Harvard University led the association's list. Harvard was the

Safety Award Given
To Randall· R. Wooley

Harvey Schechter, the S. W.
regional director of civil rights
will speak on "knowing your right
from your left ••• a hard look at
extremism" on Sunday, May 15,
at 8 p.m.
The speech is sponsored by
Hillel and is to be held in the
Anthropology lecture hall.

T G I F Time Every· Friday
means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 55c
3:30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.

Ron &Roy's

OKIE JOE•s

1720 CENTRAL SE

Get . Ready
/

For Fiesta
At Cooper's •••

tit:::t. ~·

No. 110

est
Selective Se
To Be Given Tomorrow
Action Provokes D~an

MAJOR DAN MYERS, U.S. Army Infantry, speaks to students
at a lecture in the Alvarado Hall recrtation room last night.
Maj. Myers, a combat operations specialist, recently reutrned
from a tour of duty in VietNam.

-~

- By CHUCK NOLAND
LOBO Stalf Writer
The United States is winning
t.he Viet Nam war much more
certainly than the newspapers re-

port, Maj. Dan M:vor•, U.S. Army,

stated as a considered opmion
in a lecture to about 60 persons
at Alvarado Hall Thursday night.
Maj. Myers is a combat operations specialist recently returned
from a tour of duty in Viet Nam.
He said: "The day-to-day things
we're doing there to help build
a viable economy are the things
you never read about.'' He also
said, "that's where we'll really
win the war and that's where
we're doing it, much more certainly than the American public
thinks.''
In response to a request for an
opinion on how long the U.S. will
be in Viet Nam, Maj. Myers said
he thought it would be conceivable
tbat we could end the war with an
all-out effort ·by next spring.
Could End War Soon
"I feel if we really bore down

and put in what was necessary
we might end the· war by next
spring," Maj. Myers said. "However, it might be a case of the
fighting just ending and the Viet
Cong slipping across the border
a~ happ<!ned with. the Chinese in
Maylasia," he also said.
Maj. Myers cited four reasons
why in his opinion we are having
problems in Viet Nam: 1) the
fact that the people are very nationalistic and tend to dislike any
outsiders interfering with national matters; 2) the fact that Viet
Nam is divided between the north
and the south and that the north
is the industrial center for the
country while the south is the
agricultural center; 3) the fact
that there arc few experienced
managers in Viet Nam since the
French never trained any while
they were in control; and 4) the
fact that the insurgency in Viet
Nam is organized in such a way
that it is extremely hard to stop.
VC Difficult to Stop
"The movement is a series of

Award-Winning Films
Will Be Shown l-lere

Ia :1986
Halley's Comet
will be dropping
around again.*

Let's
a
hill w-eleome.
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WESTERN SHIRTS
WESTERN PANTS
STRAWHATS
COWBOY BOOTS
MOCCASINS

BOLOTIES
e WESTERN BELTS
e WESTERN TIES
e WRANGLERS
e LEVIS-LEES
''Featuring top brands for all hands"

*Watch this paper for
time and place.
ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC, • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES o TAMPA • HOUSTON
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SAIGON - Communist Cl1ina
has claimed that U.S. aircraft
shot down one of its planes over
the Chinese mainland.
In Washington, the Defense Department had no comment.
The Chinese ' ~ailed the incident yesterday extremely grave,
and in the words of a Chinese Defense Ministry spokesman, "a
deliberate, systematic act of war

Army Major Describes
Vietnamese Population

JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB

243-0588.

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for every oocasion. Contemporary, Graduation, Father's Day.
Also Quality Wedding Invitations. Gresh am's House of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas
NE.
NEEDED: Courageous young Women and
men to crusade for freedom of VOLUN"t,ARY MOTHERHOOD. Call 877-9151.
.. 11, 12, 13, 16. fll
GREETING carda for every occasion. Contemparary'f Mother's Day. Also Quality
Wedding nvitations. Gresham's House ot
Hallmark, 3501 Lomu NE.
FLYING students check our new lower
rates. Ask about the $5.00 introductory
ofl'er. Many additional features at no
extra cost. Call Southwestern Sk:vwa)'s.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. Southwest, entire
West & Alaska. Beginning salary varies
from $5000 .in New Mexico to $7000 .in
.Alaska. SouthWel!t Teacher• Agency.
1303 Central NEl
·
(May)
ON. CAMPUS AND SUMMER .tons
AVAILABLE. A _great o1>1>ortunlt:v for
aggressi'le college students to earn a hil!:h
income, distributing material to college
campuses all over the United States. Com•
blne summer travel with large profits, or
work. part.Ume 011 rour owtt campus.
Fall JObs are also available. Contact: ColJegiate..,-Dept. D, 27 East 22nd St,,. !'lew
Yotk, N. Y, 10010. G/11, 12, 13,

R SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

only university listed in the the top two institutions were Lake
Forest College in Illinois and Par'1'7,500 and above" category. ·
The University of Chicago and sons.
·They were followed by Amherst
Parsons College were in the next
College;
Brooklyn City, and Huncategory of '16,0.00 to .16,499,
Parsons, formerly a church-related ter Colleges of the City Univerinstitution, has stressed manage- - sity of New York; California Inment efficiency combined with a 'stitute of Technology; the Unicurriculum of few courses as a versity of Chicago; Columbia Unimeans of raising faculty salaries. versity; Duke University; Har·
The next 10 institutions on the vard; John Hopkins; Knox Collist are the California Institute of lege{ MIT; the State University
Technology, Stanford University, of New York; the University of
Amherst College, the Claremont Pennsylvania; Princeton; RocheaGraduate School in California, ter; Swarthmore College; WesCornell University, the Massa- leyan University, and Yale.
chusetts Institute of Technology,
Northwestern University, Princeton University, the University of
:Rochester, and Union Theological
Seminary.
In a different listing which
STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
Lube $1.00
takes minimum salary scales into
501 YALE S.E.
247·0858
account as well as average pay,

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
Automotive 'Safety Foundation
has announced the award of
a $3,000 fellowship for graduate
study in highway transportation
engineering to Randall Robert
Wooley, senior at UNM.
Wooley, who will graduate in
June as a civil engineer, will use
his ASF fellowship to study. for
a master of engineering degree
at the University of California in
Berkeley.
.
He won one of eight 'fellowships, valued at $3,000 each, which
the Foundation awarded on a national competitive basis for the
academic year 1966-67. Winners
are given a choice of 12 engineering schools for one year of graduate study.

Schechter Speaks
At Hillel Meeting

EXICOLOBO

EW

. -· ....... *-~

Ten prize-winning student made
films will be shown here May 24.
The Action Committee on Human
:Rights and the THUNDERBIRD
are cosponsoring the films which
won awards at the national Student Film Festival last October.
Mike Casey, who hl'ought the
films to the attention of ACOHR,
told the LOBO, "Evet•ywhere they
have been shown the appeal has
been quite strong because students have been able to identify
with them. All the films deal with
aspects of university life.''
"Sometimes the films are not
technically accomplished~ but they
all have a point to make/' Casey
said. "This is the first year stu·
dents have been able to exhibit
their works," he added.
Faculty Is O!Jposed
"They have been received enthusiastically by students, but
alwaya, University administrations have been antagonistic.''
At the 1!!65 National Student
Film Festival, over 75 films made
by American students on a noncommercial basis were viewed by
a selection committee composed
of graduate students. Two awards

were made in each of four categories: fiction, documentary, ani·
mated and experimental.
Diana Casey, editor of the
THUNDERBIRD announced that
Art Wienes, Cultural Director of
NSA agreed to furnish the films.
"All of the films are by students
and deal with predominantly student issues," Mrs. Casey said.
-"All the films are short and all
ten of them will be shown at the
same showing.''
Films Are
Films to be shown are: "The
Milk of Human Kindness," by
Stcjlhen Goldhor of the London
School of Film Technique, "Hot·
dogger," By Dave Barrington of
UCLA, "Waiting for Fay," by
Carroll Bullard of UCLA, "Three
Views From An Ivory Tower," by
Colin Cantwell of UCLA, "Tilt,''
by Colin McCnmy of the University of Wisconsin, "Goldwnter n
Go Go." by Michael Ahnemann
and Gat·y Achlosser of UCLA,
"Homngc to Muybridgc," by
David Hanson o£ USC, "Claude,''
by Dan McLaughlin of UCLA,
"Contrition," by Charles M.
Wurst of UCLA, and "Broken
Tics," by Douglas 'l'use of UCLA.

steps; inftltration and agitation,
then terrorism to break down the
existing government, and finally
defeat by military force," Maj.
Myers said. He also said, "The
movement is such that if it falters
at any le'.Tel they just retreat ta
the previous atep·~•nd . e;o J>aek
to work. Once they have . a solid
base to work from, there's practcially no eliminating them completely/'
Maj. Myers emphasized that
Americans must understand that
the Vietnamese are much less individualistic than Americans and
that they are fighting more for
stability than for personal freedoms as such. He stated that the
average
Vietnamese
villager
wants peace· only because peace
means stability which offers the
opportunity to live a good life.
"The man who seems like a
despot to us is benevolent in the
eyes of the Vietnamese villager
because he affords the opportunity
for him to lead 'the good life',"
Maj. MyerS said.
Communications Disrupted
He pointed out that one big
problem the people have is a lack
of communication with any government. The Vietnamese village
chief is the lowest governmental
representative and the key man if
the government expects to keep
the people informed. He is therefore a prime target for assassination by the Viet Congo, and if the
Viet Cong can keep the village
chiefs terrorized and assassinated
they disrupt the government's
lines of communication.
"In the last few years about
6000 to 8000 Vietnamese village
chiefs liave been assassinated,"
Maj. My&rs said. Relating this
to America, he said, "This would
be propot•tionately equal to murdering about 125,000 mayors.''
Maj. Myers' talk featured slides
taken in Viet Nam and used to
Ullustrate how the Vietnamese
live. He anaJyzcd prima1·ily tacti"
cal problems of the Vietnamese
situation which arise from cultural causes.

Phi Kappa Phi
The Honor Society of Phi Kap•
pa Phi is celebrating its 50th an·
niversary. A lecture will be given
by Dr. Warren Bt·own on "The
Psychiatric Problems of the Uni·
versity Student" Monday, May
16, 8:15 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. A thousand invitations have
been sent out to Albuquerque
residents. UNM students and the
public are invited to attend.

ministration."
The Chinese claimed five U.S,
planes intruded into China's airspace northwest of Makwan and
launched a guided missile to attack
Chinese aircraft on a training
flight. One Chinese plane went
down. The Peking report added
that when the Chinese planes
counter-attacked, the U.S. planes
-called "air pirates" in the
broadcast-fled to the southwest.
Washington officials had some
words of their own about the air
war. They implied that North
Viet Nam's jet airfields might
be bombed for the first time if
American planes are lost from
Mig fighter attacks. Many would
consider the move a major new
step in the war.
What officials actually said was
that the United States would use
the most effective methods necessary to combat enemy planes
which attack U.S. aircraft over
North Viet Nam.
It was implied the1e tactics
would sometimes involve direct attacks on operating bases.
-o.:...
Lodge Talks on Viet Ne.m
Electiona
CAPITOL HILL-Ambas:;~ador
Henry Cabot Lodge told the Sen·
(Continued on page 2)

Dennison Attends
Utah Conference

DAN DENNISON
Three UNM government 'leaders will attend the annual spl'ing
conference of the Western Collegiate Association in Salt Lake
City this weekend.
ASUNM Ptesident Dan Denison, vice president Jim McAdams
and Student Senator Jim Leonard
will join leaders from Brigham
Young, Utah State, Wyoming;
Arizona State, and host UniVersity of Utah.
Denison told the LOBO that he
expected the WCA Academic
Joumal and the cooperative
speakers program to be discussed
at the conference. The journal
was sujlposed to have been published in April but has not yet
appeared.
The cooperative speakers pro(Continued on puge 8)
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By KAY AMBABO
LOBO Stalf Writer
Reactions to the selective service tests that are being given
this weekend have varied across
American campuses. UNM has no
maJor complaint so far.
Miss Marguerita Monk, director of the Counseling and Testing, is administering the test this
Saturday. She says she has re,ceived no complaints in her office.
It was reported in yesterday's
LOBO that Dean Lavender, dean
of students, said that there was a
possibility of a complaint by
UNM to the draft board.
Will Comply
When questioned about this
comment, he said that the University will comply with the rules,
but the University does not necessarily agree with them. If they do
decide to complain, they will do
so through the correct channels.
Dean Lavender eaid that the
two points that the University
might question were, one, the
rank in class, and two, the idea
of a student's llrogress.
For a student to get a 2-S
classification; the student must
be in the upper hal:f of the male
class. Dean Lavender said that'- ,~
class rank in a large university is
meaningless.
Making Progress
The male student must be making satisfactory progress toward
his degree, Nationally he should
be carrying 30 hours a year. On
the UNM campus it is only 12
hours for a full load a semester.
Dean Lavender feels the University needs a right to decide
what is a full load. The law is the
law, he says, but the regulations
could be changed to help things
be more properly taken care of.
SDS Questionnaires
An added attraction to the tests
being given is that the local chapter of Students for a Democratic
Society is planning to pass out
question and answer sheets before
the exam.
·· •
What SDS may not be aware
o{ is that no papers of any sort
are allowed inside the testing
area. Miss Monk said that she
hoped that whatever is done before the test doesn't disturb the
test takers.
Some question has been raised
about the taking of finger prints.
Miss Monk said that all students
are required to have prints taken
before they can take the exam.
The test this Saturday is to
begin at 8:30 a.m., and will last
until around 12:30. There will be
three mot·e such testing days, the
fourth being held on June 24.

Town Club Names",
Officers for Year
A biology major, Jean Burger,
has been elected president of
Town Club for 1966-6'7.
Assisting Miss Burger in directing the organization _for Albuquerque coeds are Elizabeth
Davies, retiring president, as first
vice president; Kathleen Conner,
second vice president; Cheryl
Beirne, . recording
secretary;
Marsha Kirk, corresponding secretary; Ann Clawson, treasurer;
Bernadette
Gutierrez,
social
chairman; Eva Stephens, rush
chairman; Shila Craige, music
chairman; Virginia Duke, chap·
lain, and Lynn Scott, publicity.
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Hibben
Slays
Killer
Tiger
.

Th! "Jaitpuri Tigress" finally she didn't hesitate a moment," advancement programs and. techcharged the wrong fellow and was Dr. Hibben recalls. "She charged niques would best fit into the Inshot. .
right at us, growling and snarl- dian cultural patterns.
.Bu~, fays the hunter, Dr. Frank ing. Thakur hadn't got his rifle
He will go to Iran this surnHibbeq, not before "she gave us reloaded and she almost got to mer with a similar mission.
a .Pr~ity exciting time."
him before she went down.''
Charging tigers wer!ln't the
· "!
UNM Professor
Dr. Hibben shot the tigress only hazard he faced,
• ... The big . old tigress that had twice with a .375 magnum beTo cut•b its burgeoning populabeen maurauding around the vii- fore it fell dead about eight feet tion, India has embarked on a
lag~ of Jaitpuri in Bastar State, from him and his companion.
program of sterilizing every third
Indm, for some 10 years during
male a. nd every father after his
Government Advisor
which she killed seven people,
third child is born.
was one of several "proscribed"
The UNM professor went to InProgram Resented
tigers killed by the UNM an- dia as an advisor to a United
thropo]ogy professor on a recent States State Department economic
"There is some resentment
visit to India.
development mission. It was his against this program, particularly
Dr. Hibben, an internationally role to recommend what economic in the forest villages," Dr. Hibben
known big game hunter and chair- ~;;;;;;;;;;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::~;;;;;;;;;;;;;::~~~;::;::;;;;;;;
man of the New Mexico State
Game Commission, also shot a
pair of leopards proscribed by
the government for their forays
against humans and domestic
livestock And, he bagged a· rare
Indian bison for which he held a
permit.
The Jaitpuri tigress, however
was the most elusive pray, Dr:
Hibben said.
Through It Before
"She had been through it all
before," he explained. "She had
been hunt!ld and shot at and had
no fear at all of humans."
The big cat twice eluded lines
of villagers serving a beaters for
the hunt-once by leaping up a
steep cliff, the other time by killing one beater and mauling two
others.
Dr. Hibben and his hunting
companion, Suraj Thakur, finally
cornered her by a waterhole
ft k'll'
~ub~~. I mg one of her full-grown

. ·
Sentlte Bill nuniper 32, intraduced by John Tlwrso:il was heard,
and given a due past,rElcQmmendation by the Senate finance cornmittee yest()rday afternoo:rt'duiing
their evaluation rn()eting.
_The bill would empower the
Fmance Committee and the
Trea surer of th e Stud ent Body to
inV!lstigate and "freeze" the accounts of all organizations, including these of the LOBO and llll executive agencies that receive
money from Student Government.
. ,._,
Bill Interpreted
The. bill was interpreted by the
committee members as extending
the committee's responsibility and
control through investigatory
procedures over mishandling of
student monies, Presently the
student body treasut•er has the
respollsibility of overseeing student monies.
Given Do-Pass
The bill, given a "do-pass" recommend11tion, was amended to
include a 30 day period for the
committee to either return the
monies to the organization or to
revert the monies to the I'eserve.
fund,
In other business the committee approved the following thi·ee
bills.
Bill No. 30 provides for continuing the financial investment
program established at an Albuquerque saving and loan association last semester.
Authorizes Withdraw}
Bill No. 31 authorizes the withdrawal of $5000 from the reserve
Charged
fund for desposit in a saving and
"When
she
saw we were there
loan association.
Bill No, 33 transfers $150 from
the reserve fund to the NSA acInternational Club
count for expenses of the Dean
The International Club is havof Students at the 19th National ing elections on Sunday, May 15,
Student Congress.
at 7:30 p.m., at a regular meeting, which will be held at the
Union. Nominations for president
and vice president are being taken
and of executive committee members. All members aTe urged to attend this meeting which wm be
tlJe last of the '65-'66 academic
year.
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NEWS

ROUNDUP

(Continued from Page 1)
ate Foreign Relations committee yesterday that he hopes free
elections in South Viet Narn will
be held by autumn.
The constituent assembly is to
be• elected to draw up a constitu·
tion. Then there will be elections
for a civilian government to replace the current military rulers.
Lodge's brief comment on the
committee session was the only
one he's made to newsmen since
he reached Washington for conferences earlier this week.
In the war itself, units of the
Army's 1st Air Cavalry division
ambushed a Viet Cong outfit 300
miles north of Saigon and killed
,..., 18 V.C. Air Force jets supporting
other ground troops in the operation killed. 20 Communists.
-()--

Another March 11n Washington
Possible
.
WASHINGTON-A new march
on Washington, this time by Mexican-Americans, was threatened
yesterday for June.
Representative Edward Roybal,
a California Democrat, said he
was told by an unidentified person from the White House that
Mexican-Americans were not invited to attend the White House
conference on civil :tights June
1st and 2nd.
Roybal said a protest march on
Washington may be inevitable.
Roybal was commenting on a
speech by Represrntative Henry
Gonzales o:f Texas who charged
there is thousands o:f miles of
poverty and ll million miles of
misery among the minority groups
in the Southwest.
Gonzales made the assertion in
remarks prepared fo1• a House
floor speech.
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Thinking Machine

lightweight Mo!or~tcles

Your Texaco Star Dealer

®

Has the
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The Royal Safari above is the ideal ponable typewriter, ideal gift,

(I

ideal thinking machine. It's so easy and effortless to use , •• and to
. think upon. Features that only Royal can offer: Magic® Margin. Twin·
Pak® Ribbon. Touch Control® Selector. And a full size office keyboard.
The rugged all-metal structural design will assure years of dependable
service.
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SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Phone 242·0096

an ideal Graduation
gift for young people
with something to say
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SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL
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The Indians call it bhang, the
Turks-hashish, the scientist-Cannabis savita. Whatever you call it, marijuana is
the second most popular intoxicant in the world. What
makes an increasing number of respectable students
turn themselves on with a
few deep inhales of a Toke
pipe? Why has pot become
the safe way to rebel in the
20th century? How much of
a campus hang-up is LSD?
Get the inside story- inside
the May 21 issue of The Saturday Evening Post. Read
about the codes, contacts
and rituals that make the
college drug scene. "Anyone want a date? I'm from
U. of C.'; Will produce a
knowing Wisconsin female
with $25 and an empty
handbag. Five dollars will
buy a special University of
Texas map where a black
"X" marks the spot of a marijuana patch ready for harvesting. Scuba tanks filled
With the smoke of blackmarket Mexican "weed" are
sold at Berkeley. What happens at Harvard, Columbia,
N.Y. U., Antioch, Chicago?
Tune yourself in to the endless list of schools with an
increasing supply of drugs
on campus. Get the May 21
issue of The Saturday Evening Post. Today.

ON SALE NOW
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New Agency Started to Spend Money

ROYAL.: s9.997
portable for only

Come in any day for FREE riding
inslruclions !hen RENT a carefree
dciy of sport ond adventure • , ,

333 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
265·1953
"Rental Dept. OPEN SUNDAY"

l.laid. "Sinc!l we traveled abolJt in
a Jeep, we ofttln we1·e mistaken
for the traveling team of doc.
tors who performed the sterilization operation..Land once this
was shot at me!' ,
Dr. Hibbe,n ptckec;I \Ip an arrow
f1·om .his desk.
·
"It was a'poisorted arrow. And
it di~n't miss by much.''
'

a

Jewelry
Department
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Collegiate Press Service
EDITOR'S NOTE:'This is an
interview with Grant Swinger,
chairman of the board of Breakthrough Institute and chairmlu1
of the newly created Center for
the Absorption of Federal
Funds. Written by D. S. Greenberg, it appears in the March
issue of Science Magazine,
Q.-Dr. Swinger, what is the
C!lnter for the Absorption of
Federal Funds?
A.-It is an organization created by a consortium of several Institutions, for the purpose of surveying preliminary steps toward
a fresh outlook at some of the
more vexing problems of research,
education, and society.
Q.-What are some examples of
its work?
A.-1'11 be happy to tell you,
but first I think it should be understood that the Center does not
take any problem to the clo.sure
mode.
Q.-The closure mode?
A.-Yes, that is, we don't finalize any problems. :We confine ourselves to pioneering in developing
new approaches. We tend to be
technique oriented.
Q.-Specifically, what are some
examples of the Center's work?
A.-Well, the Center staff members have resolved the conflict between teaching and research.
Q.-How?
A.-By doing neither.
Q.-I see. Then what do they
do?
A.-They confer, they comment
on each other's past papers, they
travel a good deal. There is no
shortage of activity. In fact, the
pace is cruel. It is just that our
people don't want to get into the
classic dilemma of having to
choose between the classroom and
the laboratory or library.
Q.-What else does the Center
do?
A.-Well, it is doing some preliminary work toward the development of the new programs, pro-

ccdm•es, and goals for our member
institutions.
.o,

Q.-Such as?
A.-We are investigating the
establishment of a new undergraduate program, to be known
as Juniot' Year on Campus.

Q.-I see.
A.-In addition we are looking
into the possibility of new sources
of support. For example, there is
the Pan-American Chair.
Q.-In Latin-American studies?
A.-Oh, no, this is actually a
chair on a Pan-American airplane.
It would be set aside for traveling members of the Centet• and

Business School
Is Dropped at NU
EVANSTON, Ill. (CPS) Northwestern University will
abolillh its undergraduate school
of business to concentr11te its efforts on graduate business education.
Allocation of university resources for the business school
wa scited as "an important factor"
in the decision to abolish the undergraduate program.
In February, the faculty initiated a study on the possibility of
abolishing the school due to its
limited funds and faculty members.
The business program will be
phased out in a six-year period.
The last undergraduate will receive degrees in 1970 and present
evening business school students
will receive degrees in fa11, 1972.
Thereafter, students will be
able to take general business
course, Dean Barr said.
The School of Business, founded
in 1908, has made available since
1919 a fu11-time four-year program leading to university degrees in business administration.
It has an enrollment of approximately 500.
Dean Barr said the School of
Business could better t>repare its
students for successful business
careers by concentrating its resources on graduate education.

the associated institutions.
Q.-Yes.
A.-And we are also looking
into the establishment of the first
$1 million chair at any university.
Q.-A million-dollar endowment?
A.-No, a million-dollar salary,
and that would be for 9 months.
The resulting publicity and prestige for an in.stitution ·with such
a chair would be simply fantastic.
Q.-The salary would cover only
9 months?
A.-Yes, to provide opportunities for consulting and travel in
the summer months. Furthermore,
our preliminary investigations
suggest that, to maximize the
prestige, the recipient should have
neither teaching nor research
duties, and in fact, should rarely,
possibly never, be on campus.
Q.-:What are some of the other
services performed by the Center?
A.-Because many universities
experiencing difficulty in filling
administrative positions, we have
established a Rent-a-Dean service.
Q.-Rent-a-Dean?
A.-Yes, we will provide a dean
for a flat daily charge, plus so
much for each decision he renders. The advantage (to the university, of course, )s if;Jt~t it does not
have to make a::l!~rJpanent commitment, and may·return the dean
at any time, which, in effect, is
what goes on anYwaY with many
major appointments.
Q.-I see.
A.-We also have an assortment of related services, such as
Rent-a-Fellow, if an institution is
unable to fill the fellowships that
it has available.
Q.-Are there other acth•.ities
of the Center?
A.-Yes, for example, we are
devising new types of tests and
examinations. The most promising
development so far is one in which
the student is furnished with, let's
say, 25 footnotes, and is required
to write a paper incorporating
them in the given order.

Q~Are there other activities
of the Center?

A.-Yes, we are looking into
the creation of a new academic
title to reflect ·some of the realities of modern-day education and
research. We have tentatively de-

cided upon the title of postdoctoral emeritus. Finally, we do
a great deal of international consuiting. For example, I will be
leaving for Africa in the morning
for a · conference on Space, the
Atom Particle Physics, and the
Emerging Tribe.
Q....:.How long will you stay?
A.-Oh, it's just for the afternoon. I have to be in L.A. the
next day for an international conference that will be attended by
about 200 persons.
Q.-On what subject?
A -As far as I ]mow a topic
has 'not yet been selected.
Q.-Dr. Swinger, this may be a
delicate matter but how can these
activities be j~stified to the pubexhibition by

-

lie authorities?
A.-Oh, I think that an exarnination of the historical record
shows that we are well over that
hump. But the advice of our Committee on Research and Publications is that, if questions arise,
they usually can be settled with a
few brief 1·eferences to hybrid
corn, penic~ll~n, ;J.tomic energy,
and serendipity. Really not a
problem.
Q.-What future do you see for
the Center?
A.-Quite obviously it can only
grow bigger. We have adopted the
motto, "As Long A.s You're Up,
Get Me a Grant.'' I think we can
only grow.
Q.-Thalik you, Dr. Swinger.
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ALEXANDER WILSON

First artist of the U. $. Winged Wild.

la PLANTE GALLERY
.3009 Central N.E.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR

Special ·Girls in 1966
H11·e you considered becoming a Unired Air Lines
Srcw.•rtlcss?
!I ·s nor all rr.,vcl and glamour. You work odd
hours, are frcquenrly away from home and always
on rhe go.
If you are mature and flexible, like the responsibility of "being on your own'' and gain satisfaction
from serving others, apply now for class openings
in 1966.
Qualifications: 20-26 years, 5'2H- f9" conrdcr lenses
and gl.isses acceptable.
1

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEE YOUR
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE

t 0 1
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UNITED AIR LINES
An Equal Opporruniry Employer

To Dnd out mbat otlltn mill do next year...
*COMPLETE COLOR RELATED WALKING SHORT ENSEMBLE
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The UNM Conservative Forum
will present Dr. Willmore Kendall of the University of Dallas
this evening at 8 p.m. in Room
231-E of the Union,
Dr. Kendall, widely recognized
ports Ed1tor -------------------------·-------.. ---- Chuck Lanier in the field of political science,
will discuss "The Real Differences
Between a Liberal and a ConserFULL COURT PRESS, WE HOPE
vative.''
The author of several books on
STUDENT GOVERNMENT is developing a notable power political topics, Kendall is one of
complex. Senate Finance Committee yesterday gave a "do the foremost authorities on the
political theory of John Locke. A
_ ,vass" recommendation to a bill which is not only of question- former
editor of National Review
able legality but which would also rob executive committees and a contributor to scholarly
publications, Kendall is considered
of financial autonomy.
by some to be the outstanding
Student Court got into the act, too, by bullying Alpha Phi conservative theoretician in the
Omega into doing the vote recount in a disputed Senate elec- United States.
An informal reception will be
tions case.
held for him this afternoon in
WITH FINESSE only found in UNM student government, Room 230, the Student Council
the Senate Finance Committee approved Bill thirty-two with- Room.
At the reception, sponsored by
out even an apparent ho-hum' for its ramifications.
the Conservative Forum, refreshThe bill gives the Senate Finance Committee and the stu- ments will be served. It is open
dent body treasurer the power to investigate and freeze the to students and faculty and will be
held from 2 to 4 l!•m.

accounts of any organizations, including executive committees, receiving money from student activities fees.
The legality of any such bill is doubtful, but even its intentions seem completely objectionable. Significantly, too,
the bill is ambiguous since the treasurer and the Finance
Committee have had free access t'o the books of student
financed organizations for as long as this newspaper can
recall.
AFTER THE STUDENT body approves the budget in the
general elections, money allocated to executive committees
and to any organization becomes the sole property of the
group. If the bill is passed and any funds held up, student
government will probably find itself blitzed with lawsuits in
civil courts.
But why should student government even seek to hold such
ultimate power? It could only lead a second guessing of the
committee members by student government.
Supposedly, executive committees are appointed by student government to represent the student body in certain
fields of management that run from a newspaper to popular
concerts. The students picked to represent the student body
~· :m these areas are supposed to specialize in them.
· So why not let the specialists make the decisions ? Besides,
the charter. of each committee indicates that it is supposed
to have a.:eertain degree of autonomy and giving the ultimate
decision on. financial matters to student government would
destroy that power.
STUDENT COURT apparently is easily carried away, too.
They issued an order to Alpha Phi Omega to produce six
men 'to recount the votes in an election dispute over the last
Senate position that was decided by one vote.
When the service fraternity balked at this order, the
Court threatened to hold up the transcripts and grades of the
members, a power Dean Lavender, dean of students, later
denied Student Court possessed.
We have heard of jury duty before but not of forced labor.
Student Court was way out of bounds on issuing this orr t1er, and we hope Alpha Phi Omega will press Student Court
and even Dean Lavender for a ruling to that effect.
-Jim J ans§Q!!_
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SWEET+HOT
Pete Kendall
Of more than passing interest
when examining the early careers
of white jazzmen is the growth of
big band swing and, more specifically, the influence of its most
pronounced
exponent,
Benny
Gooaman.
The "King of Swing," as he was
known in the middle and late
thirties and early forties, was not
born into riches and national
prominence but 'into child hardships, late after-hours jam sessions and untold musical frustrations.
Henderson Stomp
The real success at this time
in the twenties was being maintained in Harlem by the wellschooled
and
jazz-oriented
Fletcher Henderson Orchestra,
probably the most expertly arranged large group to appear
until the turnover of the Duke
Ellington unit into a larger group.
But these were Negro musicians
.of a high caliber playing before

•.

TIM HUNTER

' !

on

Liberalism
By TIM HUNTER
A judgment being made more
and more often about the state of
American society, its dissolution
and disintegration, concerns the
continuing failure of liberalism to
cope with reality.

Letters
Letten are welcome. and nhotdd
be

no

longer

than

250

worcla..

typewrJtten, double spaced. N~e.
t<>l<!phone number arid ' addra.
muat be Included, Klthough nam,
will be withheld upon reque~t.

Dear Sir:
Your readers should be informed that the material that
appeared under the rather misleading heading of "UNM Comment Made by Selinger" in last
Tuesday's "Extra" edition of the
LOBO representing certain portions of a report by the undersigned to The Committee on The
University, entitled "Education
for Useful and Responsible Citizenship." The Committee on The
University has recommended that
the issues raised in the report be
given consideration by appropriate administrative and faculty
bodies, and, with the cooperation
of Dean Trowbridge, such consideration is presently taking place
within a previously established
and very able committee drawn
from the faculty of the College
of Arts and Sciences.
Unfortunately, the report as
it appeared in the LOBO was the
victim of extraordinary insensitive editing. (It is my understanding that the editing was not done
by the regular staff of the LOBO.)
For example, at one point two
complete sentences vvere removed
from a particular _, discussion
without any indication that a deletion had been made; the ramaining portion of the discussion
was thus rendered incoherent.
Most grievously, an entire section was omitted from the middle
of the report--again, vvithout any
indication of this fact. Because
this section contained the report's
specific. suggestions concerning
the kinds of interdisciplinary "social problems" eourses that might
be offered and the kinds of specitlc problems that might be considered in each course, it would
have been impossible for any
LOBO re~~.der intelligently to evaluate the report as a whole. For
purposes of such critical evaluation, interested faculty members
and students may obtain a copy of
the full text of the report by contacting the Secretary of the Law
School.
Yours very truly,
Carl M. Selinger
Associate Professor of Law

Liberalism, now entering into
its declining years, has become
for the West a "quick drying"
orthodoxy. In the past recade we
have witnessed the final shaping
and hardening of a set of customs, ideologies and folk-myths
which have become known as "liberalism."
A harsh observation to make,
but one which nevertheless must
be made, is that liberalism. now
declining, will soon die. For it
remains true, in. spite of the pragmatism of a dying age, ·that the

orthodoxy of the passing period
is reflected in the prevailing orthodrecy.
Whatever momentum the ideals
and beliefs of liberals may have
once had, they are fast losing
speed. A tendency to become narraw and frozen in beginning to
assert itself.
Witness the recent crisis (or
what we are told is a crisis)
which has arisen over Rhodesia.
According to liberal doctrine Rhodesia, since it is ruled by a government which is European, is a
"racist" country and hence is not
fit to sit in such an august body
as the "United" Nations.
It is one of those..curious things
which serves to illuminate so
much of the problem posed by
liberalism, that in spite of whatever evidence can be found to support a contrary view of Rhodesia,
liberals continue to call a nation
"racist" simply for being responsible. The situation has caused
one congressman to describe
Anglo-American pu]icy in Central
Africa as a "triumph of idep)ogy
over reality.''
In a number of other areas
similar cases can be made to demonstrate a similar conclusion,
namely that wherever ideology
and reality conflict, the liberal
chooses ideology,

University Receives
Engineering Award
The UNM has received a
$13,200 National Science Founda•
tion matching funds grant for sci·
entific equipment to be used by
the department of mechanical engineering.
The University vvill provide the
department a similar amount to be
used for continued renovation of
the undergraduate laboratory program.
The new grant is the second
such award to the department in
three years and represllnts another stllp in the convllrsion of
the ME undergraduate lab from
the traditional rent power operation into a modern laboratory
working with all types of systlltns
1
,
and measurements.

their own people.
It was, therefore, not 'Until
Paul Whiteman tried, and not too
unsuccessfully, to incorporate jazz
into his concert orchestra by including "hot" white musicians to
spice up his music for the jazz
hungry public.
Goodman himself was. indoctrinated into big band jazz along
with trombonist Jack Teagarden
and drummer Ray Bauduc when
Ben Pollack's band was formed,
He stayed only a short time,
however, and sliortly thereafter
fronted a recording group which
eventually gave way to the first
Goodman orchestra. Charlie Teagarden manned one trumpet;
brother Jack, the trombone; Joe
Sullivan, the piano, and Gene
Krupa, drums, to form the nucleus of Goodman's band in late
1933.
Hauy James Era
His story was still not one of
immediate success. It took months
of hardening one-nighters and
bank account setbacks before the
group hit the bigtime back in
the East, all of this with the help
of recording dates and a full time
radio program.
The lineup of this mod and ]ate
thirties group is now considered
legendary. It reads· like the Who's
Who of early big band jazz. Harry
James, .Ziggy Ellman and Chris
Griffin were on trumpets; Vernon
Brown and Red Ballard, trombones; Hymie Schertzer, Toots
Mondello and Art Rollini, saxophones; Teddy Wilson and Jess
Stacey, piano; Lionel Hampton,
vibes; Gene Krupa, drums, and,
of course, the leader on clarinet.
This amazing gro11p reached its
peak in the 1937-38 period, a time
that savv the output of many ex•
cellcnt records, most of which
are now available in one form or
another.
.

.I\. S111.:11 Sawn.p1JIII&

._.

For tliose who.J'Iish to· acquaint
themselves with ,;his period, the
best bet musically would be the
!two record set, The King of
Swing, Columbia OSL-180, tapes
of radio programs which formed
the best overall sampling of
BG's band on record.
It is especially valuable as it
captures the orchestra, the trio
of Goodman, Wilson and Krupa,
and the quartet comprised of the
above three plus· Hampton on
vibes.
Ridin'High
The record opens vvith an appropriate statement from Goodman,
followed by "Let's Dance," the
band's theme, and "Ridin' High."
Other highpoints for the orchestra include "St. Louis Blues,"
"Sugarfoot Stomp," "Down South
"Stardust,"
Camp
Meetin',"
"Sometimes I'm Happy/' "Roll
'Em," "Clarinet Marmalade,"
"Bugle Call Rag," and the Duke
Ellington famed "Caravan."
Poor Fidelity
Though Columbia has done its
best to clean up the tapes of these
records, much static interference
is still left from the radio dupes.
The records, on the whole, are
amazingly well done and supercharged with excitement from the
crowds at the performances, and
the producer(s) are to be commended for thcir choice of material of the large Goodman stockpile that has always been present. ..

Campus
Briefs
The s!lnior striping and pinning
ceremony sponsored by the College of Nursing Alumni Association, will be held Sunday, May 15.
The program is scheduled for
2 o'clock in the afternoon in the
University Kiva. Featured speaker
will be Miss Jo Eleanor Elliott,
president of the American Nurses
Association and director of the
Western Interstate Commission ·
for Higher. Education. Twentyfive gradu~tteing nurses will get
their pins and stripes.

Friday, May 13, 1966 ·
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Adjustment.Called l-Iard
Because PeOple Spoil All
By LEW ALPERN
Collegiate Press Service
"Come on in, son, Put down
your picket, take off those dirty
sandals and make yourself comfortable. Sit over there on the
couch. I see here that you seem
to be having a few problems,
Well don't worry about a thing,
son, we'll have you well adjusted
in a 50-minute hour.''
"Look Doc, it ain't me that's
having the prpblerns, it's the rest
of the world. War, bigotry, immorality, conformity, that's what
I'm protesting about. I'm one of
the few well adjusted ones."
''Can I turn on?"
"If you feel you have to. No,
thank you, I have my own. Let me
ask you this, why do you smoke
those things ? "
"Doc, when I turn on, the :world
beeomes beautiful."
"Oh, so you think this an ugly
world?
"Exactly. But when I turn on,
man, it's Central Park in the
snow. It's F.A.O. Schwartz at
Christmas time. It's Cape Cod at
dawn. The stars shine, the wind
blows, and the rain feels fresh
and cool."
"But all these things exist in
the real world. Why do you have
to turn on to enjoy them? Why
don't you just go up to Central
Park instead of having narcotic
fantasies?"
"Because, Doc, if I go up to
Central Park, I'm not going t11
be able to have jelly apples and
carry balloons. I won't be able
to make faces at the monkeys at
the zoo. And even if I'm by my-

self and sit by the lake, someone
on the other side will spit in it.
How can I go up to Central l'ark,
Doc; there's people there."
"What's the matter with people?
"People spoil everything, Doc.
They talk during moments of
silence, they move when everything is still, they sneeze, they
wheeze, they stutter, they lie . , .!"
"Sil you hate people, huh? Well,
there must be a reason, Think
back and try to remember, what
is it that makes you hate people?"
·"I think it's because they're always betraying me.''
"Betraying you? What do you
mean by that?"
"Well, all my life they've been
betraying me. When Batman becarne my hero they called him a
homosexual. They fed me cranberries with my turkey, then they
said it caused cancer. They told
me to share my candy with my
friends, then they changed Three
Musketeers, so I couldn't. They
made me watch Winky Dink but
they never let me draw on the
screen. Everything I loved, everything I cherished, they spoiled."
"I see what you mean, son, but
everybody goes through it. It's
part of growwg up. How do you
think I felt when I was a boy?
People trading in horses for automobiles. The World Series being
fixed. May Day riots, getting
chased home from school by the
other kids because I wore knickers. How do you think I felt when
kick-the-can went out; when Coolidge chose not to run? I
screamed, I protested, but in the

Chaparrals J-lold T ryout:s

To Choose New Members
Johnson Gym.
Also at 8 p.m. on Monday in the
gym there will be an important
meeting for those trying out for
cheerleaders.

-Somebody forgot ...
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Sprite, you recall, is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and i t
really flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?
Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining the last few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite ·from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupf!
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well ... all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
.... ,a little zlupf goes a long, long

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW

SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN'T

247-8219
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tt•"'" .. KEEP IT QUIET.

Make reservations now
for smnmer and fall at
·The College Inn.
Quality Food and Lodging.for University of New Mexico men and women.

every litter bit hurts"
Get more out of your college life. Live,
really live, at The College Inn! Enjoy
the freedom and privacy ofmaturecollege
living. Year-round central air-conditioning.
Big rooms with wall-to"wall carpeting,
double drapes, comfortable home-style
furniture designed exclusively for
The College Inn. Private and
semiprivate baths.

Folk Festival
The Music and Taletnt Committee of the Union Program Directorate is sponsoring the UNM
Folk Festival, Sunday, May 15,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Union Ballroom. No admission will be
charged and the }Jublic is invited.
The program will include group
singing and individual numbers.

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.

SOUTHWEST

Judging Tonight

Chaparral tryouts will be held
tonight at 6:30 upstairs in the
Uni<>n. Five new girls will be
chosen out of the ~0 trying out.
The girls who have been practicing for a month on the Chaparral routine will do it once all together for the judges. Next they
will perform individually and then
wit htwo other girls. They will be
j11dged on poise, projection, ability and appearance.
Important Judges
, The judges are the student body
president, the old and new head
Chaparral leaders, the old head
yell leader, the president of the
Lettermen's
Club,
a
UNM
Booster officer, two PE teachers,
and Mrs. Robert Hayes, the New
Mexico Cheerleading Association
sponsor.
The Chaparrals began five years
ago at UNM. They are a cheerleading group composed of 10
regulars and five alternates. They
go on trips with the football and
basketball teams. For two years
they have attended the National
Invitational Tournament in New
York.
The tryouts are open to the
public. Results will be announced
immediately after the tryouts.
Cheerleading Tryouts
CheerlMder tryouts for both
men and women wHl be held Tuesday, May 17 at 6:30 p.m. Anyone
interested may sign up in the
Union. Two practices will be held,
one at 4 p.m. Sunday and the
other at 8 p.m. Monday, both in

end, I adjusted."
"But how can you adjust, Doc?
How can you adjust to twisting
young mi.nds and poisoning pure
souls7" ·
"I know it's tough son, but
that's part of the responsibility
of being an adult.''
"How can you say that, Doc?
Can you seem telling kids about
the· poor starving children in Europe, then just stand by and
watch them napalm the hell out of
those poor starving kids in Southeast Asia ? Can you see me reading fairy tales to my kids and
then telling 'them that fairies
don't exist? Doc, can you see me
telling my kids what fairies really
are ?r'
"It's a cruel world, my boy, but
it's all we've got, Believe me, I
know hpw you feel. Discovering
there's no Santa Claus; having to
watch my old man sell apples on
the eorner; Experiences like that
can ruin anybody's life."
''But Doc; ·you ·can't just give
in, you have to fight it. How can
you look your ~ds straight in the
eye and tell them that 'Winnie the
Pooh' is not great literature? How
can you face a responsibility like
that? Wouldn't you find some way
to escape?"
"Everyone would, son, this being grown up is hell.''
"Well that's why I turn on, Doc.
It's sort of like changing places
with Peter Pan. Can you blame
me?"·
"No, as a matter of fact, son,
I can't. But personally, I find gin
and Pablum a lot more effective.''

PATRONIZE .lOBO ADVERTISERS

Delicious food is served by a nationallyknown restauranteur in The College Inn's
private dining rooms. There's maid
service, convenient laundry facilities,
u~derground parking for residents.

Susan Spotless says:

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL

-~
~~

I,

The

You can swim in the heated pool; read,
talk, watch TV in the comfortable
lounges.
Men live in one wing, women in
another-both share dining, lounge,
recreation and pool facilities.
Food and lodging is reasonably priced
for student budgets. Stop by and see
Mr. or Mrs. Pat Murphree, resident
managers, today,
At The College Inn you are our guest,
and you're treated like one!

Inn

303 ASH STREET, NE • PHONE: 243-2881

\l
OTHER COllEGE INNS LOCATED AT1COLO.RADOSTATE UNIVERSITY, NORTH TEXAS STATE
UNIVERSITY, UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON.
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Gam pus-Wide Book- Loan Program
.'

The student book loan program
sponsored by the City Residents
Council will begin preliminary operation in preparation for the fall
semester. Forms for students wish
ing to make books available can
be obtained in Mitchell Hall, Hokona Hall, Mesa Vista, and the
Union.
Students are asked the fill out
the name of the book, the author
and the edition and their name,
address, telephone number and

. will be allowed to borrow only as
ID number.
many books as he makes available
Placed On Index
All books which will be avail- to the loan program.
Chance To Partjcipate
able for loan will be placed in ·a
Officials of the book loan procentral index. In the fall when a
person wants to borrow a book gram e1nphasized that the sucthe index can be counted, and the cess of the program depends on
name. and number of the person the response of the students. Pat
with the available book will be Davidson told the LOBO that
''this is a chance for the students
furnished to him.
A student may borrow books to participate in a program deonly if he is participating in the signed to help them solve one of
book loan program himself. He the major. financial problems of·

Is Started

going to college."
If the spring sign up campaign
is ·successful and a sufficient numbel; of books become available,
program directors plan to have
the files open one week befo1·e
registration, the week of registration, and one week after registration in the fall.

Frid.a:y, May 13, 1966
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LISTEN
To KNMD

Yesterday, you may have had a reason
for missing a good, nourishing breakfast.
'

Today, you don't.

:

;

'

,.

I

I

· WAS~INGTON (CPS)-Withou~ a dissenting vote, the House
t~~~ week approved another $2.9
bJlhon over the next three years
to help build college classrooms.
The vote was striking however
~ecaufle. o~ the contin~al rumb~
lmgs w1thm the Republican Party
that the administration would
have to cut back on domestic
~pen~ing in order to wage the war
m V1et Nam and stem the current
inflationary trend as well.
Republicans Pledge
When the Johnson budget proposal exceed what GOP leaders
thought were "realistic" limits
Republicans pledged to make th~
cuts the administration would not.
The vote on the construction-aid
p~ckage came after scarcely 40
mmutes of debate. Republicans
b~cked ~he measure all the way.
Little difficulty is expected in the
Senate.
Even more striking was another
House vote overruling a proposal
by President Johnson that would
have resulted in saving federal
funds.
Pre.sident's Proposal
The President proposed in his
January budget message that the
government's student loan program be transferred to private
concerns and that the nearly $200
million involved be spent elsewhere.
That proposal ran into a constant stream of criticism and the

The North American university
is in a "highly privileged and fortunate" position in comparison
with its sister European institution, UNM Graduate School Dean
George P. Springer told members o£ Phi Kappa Phi, scholastic
honorary, at the 50th anniversary
banquet o£ the UNM chapter
recently.
'
Dean Springer pointed out that
the American university system
is more flexible, more rapidly
adapted to change and more attuned to the needs of the society
it serves.
He said a strong administrative
officer in the form of a president
the board of trustees and ~
strongly organized "trade union"
in the form of the American Association of University Professors are peculiar to the American
system and have contributed to
the strength and flexibility of the
system.
:I'he Graduate Dean pointed to
unrest in student populations in
industrialized countries and also
in developing nations. Social economic and political pressures' have
given added. impetus to the usual
rebellion of a younger generation
against its elders.
But, he said, the university .is
not blameles!l. "Institutions move
slower than people," he said.
"Students in the sixties may have
gotten ~head of the universities
with their c<lmplaints."
While major reforms seem to
be needed in European universities, Dr. Springer said their rec·
ord for longevity gives hope for
survivat

'

Now you can have
new Carnation
instant breakfast
-makes milk a meal
that's too good to miss.

Each glass delivers as much protein as two eggs,
crisp bacon,

~w

UGraduating Senior
Is Awarded $6,600

CO as much mineral nourishment as two strips of

more energy than two slices of buttered toast,

OJ

and even Vitamin C-the

orange juice vitami()j It comes in a lot of great flavors, too. Look for them in your cereal section.
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$2.9 Billion Classroom Bill Ok'd

U.S. Universities
Better Europe's

I'

NEW MEXICO LOBO

A two-time UNM scholarship
winner, Richard L. Squires, who
will be graduated h,t June with
a B.S. degree in geology, won
the National Defense Education
Act Fellowship of $6,600 for three
YE:ars to apply toward his mas·
ter's degree.
Squires received an $800 Mobile
Oil Company scholarship for his
junior year at UNM, and two $400
Aztec Oil and Gas seholarships for
his senior year.
The NDEA Fellowship presented as the W. A. Tarr award,
is given annually by each chapter of Sigma Gamma Epsilon, national earth science. honorary, to
the outstanding graduating senior
from that chapter.

House Committee on Education
and Labor recommended that the
loan program be kept _ at least
for the present,
.In ~oing along with the committee s recommendation
the
House authorized $190 milllon for
the current year's loan program
as opposed to the $34 million the
President had requested in his
plan to phase out federal support
of the program.
Shot a Big Hole
This shot another big hole in
the President's budget which had
already suffered earlier this term
when Congress voted expanded
Social Security benefits.
•
Aside from rejecting the loan
program plan, the House went
along with the administration's
college-aid requests.
The construction-aid funds are
actually an extension of the college construction program passed
by Congress in 1963. President
Johnson had requested $743 million for the first year's extension .
of the program and the House
wrote in amounts for the next two
years as the. President had not
requested specific sums.
Even the $2.9 billion over the
next three years is inadequate, the
House was told by the Office of
Education. Office of Education
spokesmen have estimated that $4
billion will be needed in the next
two years in order to take care
of rapidly expanding college enrollments.
The Teacher Corps
Meanwhile, another administration education program - the
Teacher Corps - is still suffering
from a lack of funds.
The corps was approved by Congress last year but its funds were
dropped at the last minute by a
House-Senate conference committee.
Officials, who had hoped to start
the program last fall, now are setting a starting date this summer. They have issued a call fo1·
corps volunteers, with a deadline
f?r application of May 31. Officials say that School districts and
training programs are already
lined up and corps members can
be in 200 to 400 city and rural
school systems this fall.

Training Program
The 8- to 12-week training program is set to begin in mid-June·
the corps hopes to have 3,000 vol~
unteers enlisted by that time.
While in training the volunteers
receive $75 a week plus $15 for
each depenJent. While working for
poverty school systems they will
be paid at the local scale but with
money furnished by the federal
government.
The administration had requested $13 million in emergency
funds to get the program underway this year. The Senate okayed
the full $13 million but it was cut
to $10 million by the House. A
final compromise has still to be
worked out.
Nevertheless, Commissioner of
Education Harold Howe II said
"plans for the recruitment and
training of teachers will be carr1e
'd out" and he termed previous
'r~ports that the Office of Education would not go ahead with the
program this summer a "misunderstanding.''
Hope To Get Under Way
Howe said that corps officials
feel sure they will get enough
m~ner from the emergency appropr1at10n to get under way this
year.
However, the House has

dropped funds for the corps from
its fiscal 1967 budget bill and if
this cut remains the program
could die after one year.
"Even if the final decision is
not to fund the corps in fiscal
1967," Howe said, "we believe
that the action we propose to take
un~e~ the. supplemental appropriation this summer will continue
~o expand .the supply of persons
mterested m becoming teachers."

thinking PIANO?
SEE the YAMAHD. PIANO

822 SAN
MATEO SE

Message to Agent Duo of A.U.N.T.-

SEE HERE!
The hostility of this Baptist group in the downtown area is becoming more ond more obvious. You must thwart this movement
immediately or you will be replaced. No one is indispensible in
this organization. If I must, I will spoon-feed you. The place to
start is the youth-corrupt them. Attempt to make them conform
to the small but insidj~us nuances of our world.
.

!

Thoro, Chief of A.U.N.T.

If you haven't examined

a new Chevrolet since
Telstar II, the twist
or electric toothbrushes,

Veterans Information
Q.-Are there any income limitations for dependent parents of
a son who was killed in action in
World War II?
A.-There are no income limitations on veterans or widows receiving service-connected compen•
sation :from the Veterans Administration. However, since parents
of a veteran who died from service-connected causes must prove
that they would be dependent on
the veteran were he still alive
there is an income limitation i~
their case.
Q.-My son expects to enlist in
the Army soon. Will he be entitled to "GI insurance?" What
must he do to be sure he is covered while in service?
A.-All persons who enter active service for 31 days or more
are automatically insured for
$10,000
under
"Servicemen's
Group Life Insurance." Your son
need do nothing to obtain this
protection. Action is required of
an individual only if he does not
desire the insurance or wants
$5,000 coverage instead of $10,000.
In sUch a case he will be required
to sign a statement to that effect.
The cost of the insurance . is $2
per month for $10,000 or $1 for
$5,000. The Army will deduct the
cost. from your 'Son's monthly
serVICe pay.

1966 Impala Sport Sedan-a more powerful, more beautiful car at a most pleasing price.

shame·· on you!
You've been missing out on a lot that's new and better since '62:
• A more powerful standard Six and V8 (155 and 195 hp respectively)
• Nedw Turbo-Jet V8s with displacements of 396 and 4ZT cubic inche~ that you ft•n
or er.
.....
o A tully synchronized 3-speed transmission as standard.
• A Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission available
• J>.eep-twist carpeting on every model.
'
• Sax-month or 6,000-mile lubrication intervals
• Self-adjusting brakes.
'
• A Delcotr'?u generator that extends hllttery life.
• Self-cleanmg rocker panels.
• Up to 3" more ~houl~er room; i~creased leg and head room.
• A smoother cml-sprmg suspens1on.
• New sound and vibration dampeners throughout
• A longer body, a wider frame and tread.
•
• lte~syou cal! add, ~~c:h.as AM-FM !\{ultiplex Stereo radio, Coinfortron automatic
~~r:)~g and a1r cond1bomng, and a Tdt-telescopic steering wheel (or one that tilts
• ~tandar~ saf':ty items on all mode]s, induding front and rear seat belts, back•u
h~hts,wmds.hJeld ~ashers, padded anstrument panel, padded visors 2-speed electri~
wuapers, outs1de muror, shatter-resistant inside mirror and non·gl~re wiper arms
< se them to best advantage.)
•

• And of course the great buys you can get right now from your Chevrolet dealer.

prevent forest

• ~ Movetheout
in May
Chevrolet Way

~

...............

~
GM

'

See your Chevrolet dealer! CHEVROLET • CHEVELLE

0

CHEVY n
.

o

CORVAIR
.

- Division
Chevrelel
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Injury Eliminates Rivers· From California Relays

I

!Jy CHUCK LANIER
Lob9 speedster Bernie Rivers
will miss this weekend's trip to
Fr¢sno, Calif,, where the UNM
track squad will be competing
against some of the nation's best
collegiate track and field stars
in the 40th annual West Coast
Relays.
Rivers, a member of the mile
relay team which set a new school
record in last week's quadrangular meet here, is sitting this meet
out due to an aggravated groin
injury. By missing this week's
· competition Rivers hopes to be in
top shape for the coming Western
Athletic Conference championship
meet,
Mitchell Subs for Rivers
Coach Hugh Hackett will enter
four relay teams including the
mile relay team of Art Carter,
Rene Matison, Ken Head and

.
,.,.

Clark Mitchell may fill in for all seven field events with All
Rivers,
' America Clarence Robinson enOther relays entered are the tered in both the long and triple
440, 880 and the two mile with jump.
the 440 relay team being made
Robinson, whose best triple
up of Jim Singer, Rene Matison, jump of the season is 61-0¥:3, will
Stev'e Caminiti and Art Carter in be competing against temmate
place of Rivers.
Art Baxter also at 51-0%. Both
UCLA Runs ;40.0
Lobos will have to put out top
The Lobo team, which ran a performances to beat Samuels of
:40.1 last week with Rivers will Southern Cal who has gone 52be competing against UCLA 21,2 in the event.
whiclr ran a flat :40 against USC
SC's Greg Heet will be jumping
last week.
against UNM's Jeff Brannon who
Strong competition is expected was one inch shy of his own
:from the mile relay team run- school record for the high jump
ning :for the University o:£ Cali- when he went over at il-9. Branfornia which is undefeated in its non's record for the high jump
last 34 trys.
is 6-10 while Heet's best jump
Hackett will have entries in has been 6-10%.

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR CHUCK LANIER

(5l..0- 1A~),

Baxter

(51-0-¥.:).
Long Jump-Robinson (25·6¥.:).
Shot Put-Darrell Rich (57·0), Marks
(56·9'1J).
High Jump-Jeff Brannon (6·9),

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Jine ad., 65c-4 times, $2.004 Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159. Student Publications Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
HADASSAH Sale. Books, records, prints.
Tremendous values. Sunday, May 15, 11:00
A.M. to 5 :00 P.M. Old Town Plaza. 5/11,
12, 13.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable typewriter with cnse. Excellent condition.
$50. See at Room 15P, Student Publica·
tions Building, 277·4002, 5/2, 4, 6, G.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED room, walking distance to
University.. Absolutely private entrance
and bath. Call 242-9572. 5/2·5/13.
FURNISHED Houses A Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, $100; 221 PrJ neeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100: 209 Stanford
SE, 3 bedroom, $85: 220Y.:C Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $65. Pay own utilities.
Open during day - jnvestrgate at your
convenience. (May).

''

440 Yd. Intermediate Hurdles - Fred
Knight ( :ijl,7), Art Ba;<ter ( :52.1).
5000 Meter Run-Ron Eller, Georn:c
Ssott.
Javelin-Eric Christianson (236·3%).
Discus-Burt Mnr!<S (162·11¥,),
100 Yd. Dash-Steve Caminiti ( :09.5).
High Hurdles-Fred Knight (14.6), Harold Bailey (14.3).
440 Yd. RelaY: Art Carter, Jim Singer .Rene Matison, Steve Caminiti ( :40.1).
'.rwo Mile Relay: Mike Thornton. John
Baker, Pat Cox, Clark Mitchell.
880 Yd. Relay-l:;arter, Singer, Matison,
Ken Head (1 :23.6).
880 Yd. Relay-Curter, Matison, Mitch·
ell, Head (3:06.6),
Pole Vault--Jon Caffey (15-0).

Triple Jump-Robinson

WANT ADS

'I'

Caffey Only Entry
Jon Caffey, who has cleared 15
:feet in the pole vault will be the
lone entry for that event while
teammate Burt Marks has entered both the discus and shot
with a 56-9% in the shot and a
162-11% in the discus.
Caminiti will be the only Lobo
entry in the 100-yard dash since
Rivers will not be competing.
Caminiti's best time for the event
this year is :09.5.
Other NM entries in· the West
Coast Relays are:

Civil Right:s AreS
.
I
Dallas u. Speak r

Nursing Students
Demonstrate Aid

4 1
y

Nursing students at UNM are
lecturing on how to care for the
child in a croupette, a child-sized
oxygen tent used for various respiratory diseases.
The initial lesson on use of the
croupette was conducted by Nancy
Greenberk and Toni Wright,
senior nursing students at UNM.
The presentation demonstrated
how to set up the device, check it
for proper :functioning, and clean
it after use.
This demonstration is part of a
series of seven weekly lectures
to the nurses aides of the pediatric •departmenet of Bernalillo
County-Indian hospital.

COVERED WAGON
SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

The no-drag shaver. In 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
and 5th.
The REMINGTON" 200 Sefectro Shaver is a new
model. Different from anything you've used
before. It has a dial with 5 positions that lets
you shift over all the different parts of your face.

FIESTA AT UNM finds Jane Hammond, Paulette Key, Jerry Reed
and Fred Hultberg decked out in their Western attire, Fiesta officially begins this Friday, May 20.
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PERSONALS

Dennison Attends
Utah Conference
(Continued from Page 1)
gram would bring major speakers
into the Rocky Mountain area to
make addresses at the WOA colleges. Expenses would be shared
by the member organizations.
Other topics to be discussed,
Denison said, are the WCA college bowl and the exchange of
outstanding professors. Under
· this proposal professors of member colleges would speak at other
campuses. Denison said the member colleges are also considering
joint endeavors to bring big
name entertainers into the area
to appear at WCA campuses.

GREETING cards

tor

f!!tl~

occasion.. Con-

temporary, Graduation, Fathe.r"s Day.
Also Quality Wedding Invitation•. Gre;.
ham's Hou.oc of Hallmark, 3501 Lomas

NE~-~~~~~~~~--~~-

In 1st, you get a smoother
start on your neck. Gets all
the whiskers in pure comfort.

In 3rd, you get this wild
drifting sensation as you go
over your cheek. No burn.
No drag.

NEED GLASSES 1 Prescriptions filled, re·
pair service. Prescription Sunglasses,
Casey Optical, 4312 Lomas NE. Phone
255-6329. 5/13-23.
NEEDEO: Courageous young women and
men to crusade for freedom of VOLUNTARY MOTHERHOOD. Call 877-9157.
s;n. 12, 13, 1s. m
GREETING card!~ for every oecaoion. Con·
temi>Orarv Mother'• Day. Also Quality
Wedding fnvltationo. Gresham's Hou.oe of
Hallmark, 3501 Lomas NE.
~'LYING students check our new lower
rat.s. Ask about the 15.00 introduclary
offer.. Many additional features at no
extra coot. Call Southwestern Skyway•.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. Southwest, entire
West & Alaska.. Beginning salary varies
from $5000 in New Mexico to $7000 in
Alaska. Southwest Teachers Agency.
1303 Central NE
(May)
ON CAMPUS AND SUMMER JOBS
AVAILABLE. A great opportunity for
aggr.,..ive college students to earn a high
income, distributing material to college
campuses aU over· the United States. Combine summer travel with large profits, or
work pa~time on your own campus.
Fall jobs are also available. Contact: Collegiate-Dept. D, 27 East 22nd St., New
York. N.Y. 10010. 5/11, 12, 13.

No. 111

Selet"live Service Exam
Taken by 250 Students

•

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER aale. A: repair. Special
rate! to UNM atiOdents 011 aH Maehinn.
Free pickup
clelivery. E a: E Typewriter Elernce. Z%17 C..l BE, phone

BERNIE RIVERS

ByANNELEHNHAUSEN
LOBO Staf{ Writer
The Civil Rights Movement has
lost it's "Steam" said Dr. Willmoore Keildall in a speech to the
UNM Conservative Forum last
Friday night.
"What Happened to the CiYil
Rights Movement," was the title
of Kendall's speech. Dr. Kendall
is the Chairman of Politics and
Economics at the University of
Dallas. The Intercollegiate Society of Individualists sponsored his
trip.
Kendall said that the movement
has lost "steam'' because it has
been deserted by the white liberals. When the movement began,
there was nothing :for the white
liberals to do but go along with
it on a "sky is the limit" basis.
Kendall said the white liberals
:failed to ask themselves if the
Civil Rights Movement would go
too far. Nor did they ask themselves how strongly the civil
rights leaders would be depend- .
ing on them once the movement
got out of the South.

5th is the finishing line.

The student draft deferment

You couldn't get straighter
sideburns at the barber's.

will serve as identification at the

Building where the test was ad-

"Foresight is not one of the
white liberal's. good points," said
Kendall.
1
' Under the Johnson Administration the Civil Rights Movement
has especially lost even more
steam for it has less and less to
offer its followers," Kendall said.
Kendall said that radical movements in America thrive on success, then they choke on it. "But
the Civil Rights Movement is
choking on success."
Geographical Focus Is Shifted
"Civil Rights leaders must
soon shift their emphasis from
legal equality and also shift the
geographical focus of their demands," Kendall said. "They must
soon take on not only the South
but the entire nation. A shift
must be made from legal to substantial equality."
"The Civil Rights Movement
cannot do anything for the Northern Negro and little :for the Southern Negro," said Kendall. He said
that segregated housing and
poverty still remain in the North.
"The ghettos are not a typical
Southern institution,'' said Kendall.

s
(·

"American's mission should be

to value the good health of the
political system abo'l1•-'the de- mands of any minority," Kendall
said. "We cannot have justice at
the cost of domestic tranquility,"
Shift Authority to Congress
Kendall said that the effect of
the recent Civil Rights Movement 1
is to shift authority out of the
Supreme Court into Congress.. t
"But Congress remains the heart c
of our political system."
~
"Americans still have not had '\
a change of heart. They haven't
said yes to the Civil Rights Move. (
ment," said Kendall. He said that
Civil Rights leaders should step
down on their demands and learn <
to take no :for an answer.

--------------------------

)

Bitter Resistance

Ky's Forces Strengthen
Hold on Da Nang;4Killed
By United Press International
DA NANG - Four persons,
three soldiers and an elderly woman, were killed by rebel fire and
scores were reported wounded as
governmeJ;I.t forces consolidated
their hold on Da Nang.
Bitter resistance was met when

some 3800 government marines
and paratroopers bit the city at
dawn. Tbe move was designed to
crush anti-government troops,

double fares on its commuter runs
to break even•

-aWeather Satellite Launched
VANDENBURG AIR FORCE
BASE, Calif. A butterflyshaped
Nimbus-Two
weather
satellite was "blasted into a polar

oroit ~rona Vandenburg Air Force

Base in. California yesterday.
test administered hei'e Saturda;y· test.
·'
ministered.
·
The satdlite is designed to take
to 252 students.
Building Was Picketed
A petition asking :£or .separaDemonstrators, carrying signs tion of Selective Service Adminis- Buddhist monks, students, and the guessswork out of weather
Fingerprinting was used as a
means of identifying students, and passing out literature, circu- tration activities from education- Boy Scouts who form the hard :forecastillp: and clear the way :for
accurate J)redictions as- ~ch as
testing director Marguerite Monk lated around the Anthropology . al procedures is being circulated core of the revolt.
two
weeks in advance.
said. This was in agreement with
at UNM and at other universities.
Simultaneously a raid was
The
Nimbus-Two is circling the
UNM's contract with Science ReThe petition notes Korean War launched on several parts of Saiearth
in
a :>outh-north orbit every
search Assoeiates who hold the
experience in which deferment gon and the headquarters of the
108
miuu~s.
It carries heat sencontract with. Selective Service
through grades or testing affected militant Buddhist youth organisors
and
:-1)ecial
cameras includto devise and administer the tests
students' learning because of ex- zation and an anti-government
nationally.
cessive concern for grades.
labor union were seized. Twenty ing infrared instruments which,
May Protest Officially
Buddhist youth leaders and 30 for the first time, provide a capMiss Monk told the LOBO SunThe Albuquerque "Journal" has members of the labor union were ability to take pictures at night as
day that her office had since rewell as during the day.
reported that Dean of Students taken into custody.
ceived permission from SRA to
Harold
Lavender
said
the
UNM
-oSILVER CITY- A Western
accept proof of identification
other than fingerprinting at t11e New Mexico University student may officially protest, through
Gemini Preparations Continue
future tests. A driver's license from Albuquerque, Terry K. John- proper channels, with Selective
CAPE KENNEDY- PreparaJY
son, 23, of 3610 Call del Sol NE, Service over some of the internal tions are proceeding smoothly for
is being held in the Grant COmity administration of the testing.
Tuesday's launch of the Gemini-9
f.
jail in connection with an earlySelective Service asks univer- space ship and the Atlas-Agena
morning fraces Saturday in which sities to affirm that a student is rendezvous rocket.
·
several shots were fired into a making "satisfactory progress"
Astronauts Thomas Stafford
Specialists in music therapy.
from throughout the country will
women's dormitory on the WNMU toward a degree. Selective Serv. assumes a d egree wi 11 be ob- and
Eugene
Cernan
be among partici'pants m· the
campus.
1ce
d
ff
h · • took yester·
·
tained in four years, Lavender
ay 0 from t eir rigorous tram- music thei'Il.py workshop to be pre·
Was Arrested
ing schedule but will spend. today sented here May 1g_21, hy .,the deJohnson, a second-year student said.
"This
is
inconsistent
with
a
unreviewing the flight plan for their parament of music.
at Western, was arrested at his
iversity's
right
to
decide
on
its
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In 2nd, you can knock off a
couple of days' growth
without any trouble.
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By the time you shift to 4th,
you're in and out of cotners,
around curves, over tricky
tender spots. No skid marks.

.':

6th is for. cleaning out the shaver. By the way,
don't expect to pay more for this baby.
It's actually a little less than regular shavers.
REMINGTON also makes a complete
line of cordless shavers.

....... ....
REMING'I'ON 200

Selectro Shaver
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D. Faddis Resigns
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